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ABSTRACT
Tulungan is a reputation system for collaborative web
filtering that is both consensus-independent and selfpromoting resistant. Simulation results show that
Tulungan requires less than 50% good users in order to
become effective against malicious and self-promoting
users (i.e., bad users). Being effective means that it is
able to give high reputation values to good users
relative to bad users. In addition, the effectiveness of
Tulungan is also confirmed by comparing the number
of correct URL categorizations that it made against the
wrong ones. This is in contrast with other reputation
systems that require at least 50% good users in order to
be effective against malicious users and even a greater
percentage of good users to work against selfpromoting users.
Although previous studies show the consensusindependent and self-promoting resistant properties of
Tulungan, the simulation covers only a fixed number
of total users and months. This paper presents
additional simulation involving Tulungan that confirms
the number of users and months needed for it to
become effective. Results show that the reputation
values of good users suffer if it involves less than 200
users and 2 simulated months.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Collaborative web systems such as Untangle [1]
and Wikipedia [2] allow anyone with Internet
access to contribute information (e.g., website
categories in Untangle and articles in Wikipedia).
Such paradigm creates a scalable system since
source of contributions are not limited to few
individuals [3]. However, this approach is prone to

issues such as inaccurate contents. These can be
caused
by
malicious
contributors
who
intentionally provide erroneous contribution [4].
Reputation systems are developed to reduce the
effects of malicious users. It utilize information
gathered from transactions in a web system to
assess contributors and contributions [5].
Transactions can be in the form of URL
categorization in collaborative web filtering
systems.
In most reputation systems, contributions are rated
by users. Raters validate the contributions made
by contributors whether they are accurate or not.
In this paper, a user that is both a good contributor
(i.e., contributes accurate contents) and rater (i.e.,
gives a positive rating to accurate contents and
negative rating to inaccurate ones) is referred to as
a good user. A user who intentional does the
opposite (i.e., deliberately making incorrect
contribution and rating) is referred to as a
malicious user.
Generally, reputation systems are effective when
the number of good users is more than their
malicious counterpart. These reputation systems
are considered as consensus-dependent [6].
Consensus-dependent systems rely heavily on the
number of good users to influence the accuracy of
contributions. If the number of good users is less
than 50% of the total population of users, these
systems favor the malicious users (i.e., malicious
users are given higher reputation relative to their
good counterpart). Such scenario allows
inaccurate contents provided by malicious users to
be considered as correct.
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There are even cases when malicious users are still
favored by reputation systems even if they are
outnumbered by their good counterpart. This
happens when malicious users employ attacks
such as self-promotion [6]. Self-promotion
happens when a malicious user rates his own
contribution as positive even if said contribution is
incorrect. In this paper, malicious users who
perform self-promotion are referred to as selfpromoting users.
Tulungan is a reputation system that is designed
for collaborative web filtering. Simulation shows
that is effective even if the percentage of good
users is less than malicious users. This makes it
consensus-independent. Furthermore, Tulungan is
also proven to be self-promoting resistant since a
simulation involving a majority number of selfpromoting users shows that Tulungan can still
produce more correct URL categorizations than
wrong ones.
This paper further investigates the consensusindependent
and
self-promoting
resistant
properties of Tulungan by verifying the total
number of users and number of months needed for
it to become effective.
2 REVIEW OF RELATED WORK
Reputation systems can be classified into two,
namely content-driven and user-driven.
2.1 Content-Driven Reputation System
A content-driven reputation system depends on the
content of a contribution to determine its
correctness. For example, WikiTrust [10, 11, 12]
relies on the contents of Wikipedia pages to
determine their accuracy. The stability of a content
is equated to its credibility. It assumes that the less
frequent an entry of a Wikipedia page is changed,
the more credible it is since reviewers find it as
already accurate and does not require any
correction. However, such an assumption may
lead to a wrong conclusion since a “non-edit” to
an entry does not necessarily imply that said entry
is correct. There are cases when authors are “lazy”
in reviewing and editing an entire article and focus

only in entries that interest them thereby leaving
other entries unedited. For example, a biography
entry in Wikipedia is proven inaccurate even if it
is not edited for 132 days [13]. If the credibility of
this entry is measured using WikiTrust, it is
possible that it will be incorrectly labeled as
accurate.
2.2 User-Driven Reputation System
A user-driven reputation system relies on user
rating to measure the accuracy of contents. They
are highly utilized in websites that allow Internet
users to contribute contents and rate these
contributions. The following are some user-driven
reputation systems for collaborative web systems:
rating system of Epinions [14], feedback forum of
eBay [15,16,17,18,19], karma system of Reddit
[20], social recommendation of Digg [21,22],
moderation system of Slashdot [23,24,25], Raterrating reputation system [26].

2.3 Comparison of Algorithms
Table 1 provides a comparison of the different
reputations systems identified in this section. It is
based from the study presented in [27]. The target
characteristics of the reputation system considered
in this study are shown in the last row. For easier
comparison, table cells that are shaded are those
characteristics that match the target.
WikiTrust satisfies all the targeted characteristics
except it is a content-driven reputation system.
The rating system of Epinions, feedback forum of
eBay, karma system of Reddit, and Digg’s social
recommendation are all susceptible to selfpromotion and are consensus-dependent.
Epinion employs Eroyalties credits to encourage
users to provide high quality contribution.
However, such credits do not prevent malicious
users from performing self-promotion in order to
gain Eroyalties credits even if they did not provide
accurate reviews.
The feedback forum of eBay accepts only
feedback from users who were involved in a
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particular transaction (i.e., seller or buyer). This
reduces but does not eliminate the chances of selfpromotion being consummated effectively by
malicious users.

user and/or URL category are introduced in the
reputation system. The last two phases are
repeated every month.
Algorithm 1. Tulungan Reputation System

The moderation system of Slashdot satisfies all the
targeted characteristics except for its dependence
on a content manager. This makes it relatively not
scalable compared to reputation systems that do
not employ the services of content managers.
Similar to Slashdot’s moderation system, Rater
Rating also missed on a single targeted
characteristic. It is not consensus-independent.
However, just like the moderation system of
Slashdot, it is not susceptible to self-promotion.
Table 1. Comparison of Different Systems

This section presents a summary of the algorithm
used by Tulungan as presented in the paper [6].

The initialization phase sets the contribution
reputation and rating reputation values of all URL
categories as well as the contributor and rater
reputation values of users. The contributor and
rater reputation values will start with a value close
to zero. This means that all new users are treated
equal (i.e., Tulungan is not aware whether they are
good, malicious, or self-promoting).

The algorithm consists of three phases:
initialization, contribution and rating, and
computation (refer to Algorithm 1). The
initialization phase is executed everytime a new

The contribution and rating phase allows users to
give contribution. As an example, a user can
contribute that www.google.com is NOT a
gambling site or www.nba.com is a Sports and

3 THE TULUNGAN REPUTATION SYSTEM
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Recreation site. Figure 1 shows a sample page in
giving a contribution.

implies, is the URL with unknown categories. On
the other hand, the categories of the two control
URLs are already known by Tulungan.
When a user rates the three URLs, Tulungan can
verify the “seriousness” of the rating of the
unknown URL by checking if the rating of the two
control URLs are correct. If they are correct,
Tulungan assumes that the user is “serious” in
providing ratings to the three URLs. This
approach is adopted from reCAPTCHA [28].

Figure 1. Contribution Page of Tulungan

Aside from providing contributions, the potential
raters are determined in the second phase.
Potential raters are provided with a set (or several
sets) of contributions to rate. Each set is composed
of three URLs as shown in the sample page in
Figure 2.

The unknown as well as the two control URLs are
presented in a way that raters have no idea which
is the unknown URL. This is very critical to give
Tulungan a higher chance of detecting incorrect
rating. If raters are given a clue on which are the
unknown URL and the control URLs, users (i.e.,
malicious users) may intentionally provide correct
ratings on the control URLs and wrong rating on
the unknown URL.
The computation phase calculates the new
contribution and rating reputation of URL
categories as well as the contributor and rater
reputation values of users. This is essential to
measure the credibility of users in providing
contributions as well as the accuracy of URL
categories. The reputation values that were
computed in this phase.

4 EVALUATION OF THE REPUTATION
SYSTEM
4.1 Evaluation Set-up

Figure 2. Rating Page of Tulungan

Rating a set of three URLs is significant since this
set is composed of one unknown URL and two
control URLs. The unknown URL, as the name

The simulation follows the set-up described in
[29]. However, instead of varying the percentage
of good users, the percentage is fixed at 20%.
This percentage is selected since this is the
minimum percentage of good users needed to
make Tulungan effective against both malicious
and self-promoting users.
Instead of varying the percentage of good users,
the total no. of users and total no. of months used
in the simulation are varied.
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4.1.1 Varying Number of Total Users
These simulations verify if the total number of
users has a bearing in the result presented in [29].
Take note that in [29], the total number of users is
fixed at 500. In these simulations, the total
number of users varies. In addition, aside from
the percentage of good users which is fixed at
20%, the number of simulated months is also fixed
at 12 months.

Through this approach, the number of months
needed before the effectiveness of a reputation
system is observed can be determined.
4.2. Simulation Results

Simulations under this category start with 100
total users. The users contribute and rate for 12
simulated months. The average of reputation
values per user type and correct and wrong URL
categorizations is performed after the 12th month.
The process is repeated with 200 total users. This
is further repeated with an increment of 100 in the
total number of users until it reaches 1000 total
users.
Through this approach, the number of months
needed before the effectiveness of Tulungan is
observed can be determined.
4.1.1 Varying Number of Months
These simulations verify if the number of months
has a bearing in the result presented in [29]. Take
note that in [29], the number of months used in the
simulations is 12 months.
In these simulations, the number of months varies.
However, the percentage of good users is fixed.
Similar to the simulations discussed in the
previous section, the percentage of good users in
these simulations is fixed at 20%. Aside from
this, the total number of users is also fixed at 500
users.
Similar to the previous section, the simulations
take note of the average reputation values of the
good users and their bad counterpart as well as the
number of correct and wrong URL categorizations
at the end of every month. The simulations run
for 12 months.

Figure 3. Good versus Malicious Users: Varying Number of
Total Users
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4.2.1 Good vs. Malicious Users (Varying
Number of Total Users)
Figure 3 shows that only 200 users are needed for
Tulungan to be effective. When there are 200
users, the contributor reputation of good users
reach already a value of 3 while malicious users
have less than 1. A much better result can be seen
with the rater reputation. Good users almost reach
a value of 10 for their rater reputation, while
malicious users reach only 1.
Similarly, the number of correct URL
categorization is greater than the wrong ones when
there are at least 200 users.
At 100 users, the contributor reputation of both
good and malicious users are approximately the
same (i.e., less than 1). This may be attributed to
the insufficient number of contributions that are
actually worth rating. This can be verified with
the number of correct URL categorizations made
with 100 total users. As seen in the graph, there is
almost a negligible number of correct URL
categorizations.
It should be noted that even if there are
insufficient number of contributions that are worth
rating, the rater reputation of good users is still
high even if the total users is 100. This may be
attributed to the fact that Tulungan does not solely
rely on the number of rating, but also relies
heavily on the control URLs. Since the good users
provide correct rating on the control URLs, it is
expected that their rater reputation will be high.
4.2.2 Good vs. Malicious Users (Varying
Number of Months)
Figure 4 shows that 9 months are needed to make
Tulungan completely effective. Although, only
two months are needed to make the rater and
overall reputation of good users higher than
malicious users, and 7 months to make the number
of correct URL categorizations higher than the
wrong ones, the contributor reputation of good
users becomes higher only compared to their
malicious counterpart after 9 months.

Figure 4. Good versus Malicious Users: Varying Number of
Months

As discussed in the previous section, the rater
reputation of good users increases faster due to the use
of control URLs. The contributor reputation on the
other hand requires a momentum to build before a
significant increase can be seen. Prior to the 9th month,
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the total increase on the contributor reputation of good
users is less than 1, while from the 9th month to the 12th
month, an increase of 1 to 2 contributor reputation
value can be seen every month.

4.2.3 Good vs. Self-Promoting Users (Varying
Number of Total Users)
Figure 5 shows that 600 total users are needed by
Tulungan in order to be completely effective against
self-promoting users.
Consistent with the previous results, Tulungan is able
to limit the rater and overall reputation values of bad
users (i.e., self-promoting users) to 1 or less regardless
of the total number of users. However, the contributor
reputation of self-promoting users peaked at 4 when
there are 200 total users. Good users are able to
overtake self-promoting users in terms of contributor
reputation when there are 600 total users.
However, it should be noted that the number of wrong
URL categorizations are limited to less than 200 by
Tulungan regardless of the total number of users. This
is less than 15% of the highest number of correct URL
categorizations achieved by the reputation system.

4.2.4 Good vs. Self-Promoting Users (Varying
Number of Months)
Figure 6 shows that 8 months are needed to make
Tulungan completely effective. The result is very
similar to the Good vs. Malicious Users (Varying
Number of Months) simulation.
Only two months are needed to make the rater and
overall reputation of good users higher than
malicious users, and 7 months to make the number
of correct URL categorizations higher than the
wrong ones, the contributor reputation of good
users becomes higher only than their malicious
counterpart after 8 months.
Consistent with the previous sections, the rater
reputation of good users increases faster due to the use
of control URLs. The good users require 8 months
before a relatively rapid increase in contributor
reputation can be observed.
Figure 5. Good versus Self-Promoting Users: Varying
Number of Total Users
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Good users can easily increase their rater
reputation as long as there are at least 200 users
and 2 simulated months. However, Tulungan
requires 600 users and 8 months before the
contributor reputation of good users become
higher than self-promoting users.
It should be noted that regardless of the number of
total users and simulated months, the number of
wrong URL categorizations is kept to a minimum
relative to the correct URL categorizations.
Although Tulungan is self-promoting resistant,
further study can be performed in order to assess
its effectiveness against other reputation attacks
such as slandering, whitewashing, orchestration,
and denial of service.
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